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Spinning black holes for generalized scalar tensor theories in three dimensions
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We consider a general class of scalar tensor theories in three dimensions whose action contains
up to second-order derivatives of the scalar field with coupling functions that only depend on the
standard kinetic term of the scalar field, thus ensuring the invariance under the constant shift of the
scalar field. For this model, we show that the field equations for a stationary metric ansatz together
with a purely radial scalar field can be fully integrated. The kinetic term of the scalar field solution
is shown to satisfy an algebraic relation depending only on the coupling functions, and hence is
constant while the metric solution is nothing but the BTZ metric with an effective cosmological
constant fixed in terms of the coupling functions. As a direct consequence the thermodynamics of
the solution is shown to be identical to the BTZ one with an effective cosmological constant, despite
the presence of a scalar field. Finally, the expression of the semi-classical entropy of this solution
is also confirmed through a generalized Cardy-like formula involving the mass of the scalar soliton
obtained from the black hole by means of a double Wick rotation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the BTZ black hole solution [1],
the study of three-dimensional gravity has received con-
siderable attention to such an extent that it is now con-
sidered an interesting laboratory to explore the many
facets of the lower-dimensional physics at the classical
level but also at the quantum level. By three-dimensional
gravity we are referring not only to Einstein’s standard
action but to all of its possible variations, including, for
example, its higher-order massive theories, such as the
Topologically Massive Gravity [2], or the New Massive
Gravity [3]. The three-dimensional gravity models, with
or without matter source, are likewise of importance due
to the variety of their solutions, and particularly their
asymptotic AdS black hole solutions whose near horizon
geometry can be relevant to test some conceptual aspects
of the AdS/CFT correspondence [4, 5]. In this aspect,
the BTZ solution is of particular interest because its in-
depth study over the past three decades has considerably
enhanced our knowledge on the statistical interpretation
of the black hole entropy, see e. g. [6–8]. It is fur-
ther fascinating that BTZ-like metrics arise as solutions
of radically different three-dimensional gravity models.
To illustrate this statement, we could mention for exam-
ple the emergence of BTZ-like solutions in the context
of massive gravity [9], in higher-order theories [10], but
also in the presence of matter source, such as a scalar
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(dilatonic) field, see e. g. [11, 12]. In the present work,
we will confirm this trend by showing that the equations
of motion of a general class of scalar tensor theories, en-
joying a shift symmetry of the scalar field, and involving
up to second-order derivatives of the scalar field, can be
fully integrated and solved by the BTZ metric.

The interests of studying scalar tensor theories is
mainly due to the fact that it constitutes one of the sim-
plest modified gravity theories by extending General Rel-
ativity with one or more scalar degree of freedom. The
dedication to scalar theories is not new and its origin may
be attributed a posteriori to the seminal work of Horn-
deski [13], who presented the most general scalar tensor
theory in four dimensions with second order equations
of motion. The requirement not to have more than two
derivatives in the equations of motion is connected to
the Ostrogradski theorem which states that (under cer-
tain assumptions) higher-order derivative theories have
a Hamiltonian that is unbounded from below. This is
related to the appearance of an extra (ghost) degree
of freedom with negative energy. Thus the absence of
higher time derivatives in the equations of motion guar-
antees the absence of the Ostrogradski ghost. Never-
theless, it has been shown recently that some particu-
lar higher-order theories of a single scalar field exten-
sion of General Relativity can propagate healthy degrees
of freedom and are mechanically stable. The most gen-
eral such Lagrangian depending quadratically on second-
order derivatives of a scalar field was constructed in
[14, 15], and dubbed Degenerate Higher Order Scalar
Tensor (DHOST) theory. This terminology indicates
that the absence of Ostrogradski ghosts is mainly due to
the degeneracy property of its Lagrangian. There even
exists a subclass of DHOST theories where gravitational
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waves propagate at the speed of light, being in perfect
agreement with the observed results [16]. While these
attractive properties of scalar tensor theories occur in
four dimensions, we nevertheless like to explore the im-
plications of such models in three dimensions. This is
precisely the aim of the present work.

Here, we will consider a general scalar tensor theory in
three dimensions with a field content given by the metric
g and a scalar field denoted by φ. The main assumption
concerning the action is its invariance under the constant
translation of the scalar field, i. e. φ→ φ+ const. which
implies the existence of a conserved Noether charge. It
is known that this hypothesis considerably simplifies the
integration of the equations of motion. The action will
contain up to second-order covariant derivatives of the
scalar field and is parity invariant, that is invariant un-
der the discrete transformation φ → −φ. The action is
parameterized in terms of six coupling functions that de-
pend only on the kinetic term X = gµν∂µφ∂νφ of the
scalar field. Recently it has been shown that such scalar
tensor theories are invariant under a Kerr-Schild symme-
try, and this symmetry turns out to be extremely useful
for generating black hole solutions from simple seed con-
figurations [17]. Here we will adopt a different strategy
by deriving the most general stationary solution by brute
force, as it was done for the special case of Horndeski
theory in three dimensions [17]. Interestingly enough, we
will show that the integration of the equations of motion
forces the scalar field to have a constant kinetic term
while at the same time the metric functions turn out
to be the BTZ spacetime with an effective cosmological
constant expressed in terms of the coupling functions ap-
pearing in the action. We would like to emphasize that
the constant value of the kinetic scalar field term results
from an algebraic equation that X must satisfy, and con-
sequently it does not correspond to any hair. Although
the metric solution is given by the BTZ metric, it is le-
gitimate to wonder whether the presence of the scalar
field could affect the thermodynamic properties of the
solution. In order to answer this question, the thermo-
dynamics of the solution is carefully analyzed within the
Euclidean method [18, 19], and it is shown that the ex-
pressions of the mass, entropy and angular momentum
are identical to those of the BTZ solution with an effec-
tive cosmological constant. In addition, since it has been
pointed out that the Wald formula for the entropy [20]
applied to general scalar tensor theories may be problem-
atic [21], we have found it sensible to compute the entropy
of the solution by means of a generalized Cardy formula.
In this formulation the ground state is identified with a
soliton whose mass is proportional to the lowest eigen-
values of the shifted Virasoro operators, see [22–26]. In
order to achieve this task, we have constructed the static
scalar soliton from the black hole through a double Wick
rotation and computed its mass. Finally, the application
of the generalized Cardy formula is shown to properly
reproduce the semi-classical expression of the entropy.

The plan of the paper is organized as follows. In the

next section we will present the action and derive the
most general solution for a stationary ansatz for the met-
ric together with a radial scalar field. We will show that
the metric solution is nothing other than the BTZ metric
while the kinetic term of the scalar field is constant. In
Section III we will construct the regularized Euclidean
action which allows us to identify the mass, the angular
momentum and the entropy. Further, the expression of
the entropy will be confirmed through a computation in-
volving the generalized Cardy formula and the mass of
the static scalar soliton. The mass of the soliton will be
computed using the quasi local formalism [27]. Finally,
in Section IV we present our conclusions and discussions.

II. SCALAR FIELD MODEL AND THE

DERIVATION OF ITS SOLUTION

In three dimensions, we are considering a scalar ten-
sor theory whose dynamical fields are represented by a
metric, g, and a scalar field ,φ. The action reads

S =

∫

d
3
x
√
−gL

=

∫

d
3
x
√
−g

[

Z(X) +G(X)R+ A3(X)�φφ
µ
φµνφ

ν

+ A2(X)
(

(�φ)2 − φµνφ
µν

)

+ A4(X)φµ
φµνφ

νρ
φρ

+ A5(X) (φµ
φµνφ

ν)2
]

, (1)

where for simplicity we have defined X = ∂µφ∂
µφ and

φµν = ∇µ∇νφ. Here, the six coupling functions Z,G and
Ai for i = 2, · · · 5 are a priori arbitrary functions of the
kinetic term X , and contain up to second-order covariant
derivatives of the scalar field. It is easy to see that the
action is invariant under the shift symmetry φ → φ +
const., as well as under the discrete transformation φ→
−φ. The field equations of the action (1) are reported in
the Appendix.
We now look for black hole solutions with a stationary

metric and a purely radial scalar field. The most general
such ansatz can be parametrized as follows

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr2

f(r)
+H2(r) [dθ − k(r)dt]

2
,

φ = φ(r). (2)

After some tedious computations one can show that the
field equations associated to the action (see Appendix)
will become fully integrable for the ansatz (2) by fixing
the coupling function A5 in terms of the others through
the following relation

A5 =
(2A2 +XA3 + 4GX)

2

2X(G+XA2)
− A3 +A4

X
, (3)

where GX = dG
dX

. This relation is quite similar to the
four-dimensional DHOST conditions which ensure the
absence of Ostrogradski ghosts [14, 15]. Further, the
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emergence of the condition (3) is not surprising, since
in the literature concerning scalar tensor theories of the
type (1), most of the solutions are found for special rela-
tions between the coupling functions Z,G and the Ai’s,
see e.g. [28–35].
In what follows, we will consider the action (1) with the

coupling function A5 given by the relation (3), and for
later convenience, we also define the following expressions

Z1 = G+XA2, (4a)

Z2 = 2A2 +XA3 + 4GX . (4b)

We are now in the position to present the general
derivation of the spinning solution. As a first step, we
consider the following combination of the metric equa-
tions

Etθ + kEθθ = 0,

which yields a first integral given by

(

Z1H
3k′
)′

= 0. (5)

Further, the combination

2
√

f3XErr − Jr = 0,

where Jr is the radial component of the conserved current
(see Appendix) permits to express the derivative of the
metric function f as

f
′ = −4fH ′Z1Z2X

′ + fHZ2

2X
′2 + 4H3k′2Z2

1 − 8HZZ1

8H ′Z2

1
+ 2HZ1Z2X ′

. (6)

Inserting this into the two combinations

Z2

f
(Ett + kEtθ) = 0, (7a)

Z1√
fX

EJ +
Z2

H2
Etθ = 0, (7b)

one obtains after some manipulations the following equa-
tion

kZ2

(

Z1H
3k′
)′

+ 4H [(Z1Z)X − ZZ2] = 0. (8)

By equation (5) the first term vanishes, leaving

(Z1Z)X − ZZ2 = 0. (9)

It is easy to see that, for Z = 0, equation (9) is com-
pletely degenerate and gives no information about the
kinetic term. Consequently in what follows we impose Z
to be nonzero. Then the kinetic term X must satisfy this
algebraic equation which in turn implies that X has to
be constant. Moreover, we would like to stress that its
constant value is not an integration constant but must be
rather understood as follows: Given a scalar tensor the-
ory (1-3) with specific coupling functions Z,G and the

Ai’s, the constant value of X will be determined by the
algebraic relation (9).
This restriction on the kinetic term of the scalar field sig-
nificantly simplifies the equations, in particular the com-
bination

2

f
(Ett + 2kEtθ + kEθθ) + 2fErr +

√

X

f
Jr = 0 (10)

implies

H ′′ = 0. (11)

Finally, after some redefinitions of the coordinates, the
metric solution can be casted in the standard BTZ form
as

ds
2 = −N(r)2F (r)dt2 +

dr2

F (r)
+ r

2

(

dθ +N
θ(r)dt

)2

, (12a)

N = 1, F =

(

Z

2Z1

r
2 −M +

J2

4r2

)

, N
θ =

J

2r2
. (12b)

This metric is nothing but the BTZ solution with
an effective cosmological cosmological constant given by
Λeff = −Z/2Z1. Various comments can be made concern-
ing the emergence of the BTZ metric solution together
with a scalar field with constant kinetic term. First of all,
it is remarkable that the equations of motion of the gen-
eral class of scalar tensor theories, given by the action
(1) together with the condition (3), is fully integrable
and yield the BTZ solution. It is also remarkable that,
although the model is defined in terms of the coupling
functions Z,G and A2, A3 and A4, the resulting solution
is shown to be parametrized in terms of Z and through
the combinations Z1 and Z2, as defined in Eq. (4). This
would also imply that scalar tensor theories of the form
(1-3) with different coupling functions Z,G and Ai’s can
have the same effective cosmological constant Λeff, and
hence they can be solved by the same BTZ metric. More-
over, it is easy to see that the action (1-3) enjoys a Kerr-
Schild symmetry as defined in [17] whose implementation
on the stationary ansatz (2) can be summarized as

f(r) → f(r) − a(r), H(r) → H(r), k(r) → k(r), (13)

with a constant mass term i.e. a(r) = M which is a
direct consequence of the kinetic term X being constant.
This can be put in analogy with the four-dimensional
static case where solutions of the action (1) with constant
kinetic term were shown to have the standard Coulomb
mass term a(r) = M

r
, see Ref. [17].

In summary, we have shown that for a stationary
ansatz (2) the integration of the field equations of (1-
3) forces X to be constant together with a BTZ metric
(12a)-(12b). In the following section, we analyze its ther-
modynamics.

III. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE SPINNING

SOLUTION

The thermodynamics of the solution will now be deter-
mined by means of the Euclidean method [18, 19], where
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the Euclidean continuation of the metric is obtained by
setting t = −iτ in the ansatz (12a). In order for the
resulting metric to be real, one can introduce a complex
constant of integration for the Euclidean momentum as
JEucl = −iJ , where J will be identified with the physical
angular momentum. In order to avoid a conical singular-
ity, the Euclidean time τ has to be made periodic with
period β = 1/T , where T is the temperature that in our
case is given by

T =
F ′(r)

4π

∣

∣

∣

r=rh

=
1

4π

(

2rh
L2

− J2

2r3h

)

, (14)

and where for simplicity we have defined the square of
the effective AdS radius

L2 =
2Z1(X)

Z(X)
.

Recall that the kinetic term X is a constant determined
by the algebraic relation defined by Eq. (9). After some
computations, the Euclidean action is shown to be given
by

IE = 2πβ

∫ +∞

rh

dr
{

N
[

F ′

(

1

4
r
(

F (φ′)2
)′Z2 + Z1

)

+
1

2
F
(

4
(

F (φ′)2
)′Z1X + rZ2

(

F (φ′)2
)′′
)

+
1

4
Fr
(

(

F (φ′)2
)′
)2
(

2Z2X − Z2
2

2Z1

)

− Zr

+
1

2

p2

Z1r3

]

+Nθp′
}

+BE ,

where rh is the radius of the event horizon and

p(r) =
r3
(

Nθ
)′Z1

N
.

The Euclidean action IE is defined up to a boundary term
BE which is fixed such that said action has an extremum,
that is δIE = 0. In the present case, the variation of this
boundary term can be conveniently expressed as

δBE = −2πβ

[(

(

δIE
δF ′

)

−
(

δIE
δF ′′

)′
)

δF

+

(

δIE
δF ′′

)

δF ′ +

(

δIE
δφ′′

)

δφ′ +

(

δIE
δφ′′′

)

δφ′′

−
(

δIE
δφ′′′

)′

δφ′ +

(

(

δIE
δφ′

)

−
(

δIE
δφ′′

)′

+

(

δIE
δφ′′′

)′′

+ 2Fφ′
(

δIE
δX

)

)

δφ+Nθδp

]r=+∞

r=rh

.

At infinity, most of these terms cancel each other out,
yielding

δBE

∣

∣

∣

+∞
= 2πβZ1δM ⇒ BE

∣

∣

+∞
= 2πβZ1M,

while that at the horizon

δBE

∣

∣

∣

rh

= 8Z1π
2δrh − 2πβΩ δ(Z1J) ⇒

BE

∣

∣

rh
= 8Z1π

2rh − 2πβΩZ1J.

In this expression, Ω represents the chemical potential,
defined by

Ω = lim
r→+∞

Nθ(r)−Nθ(rh) = − J

2r2h
.

With all of the above, the boundary term BE is simply
expressed as

BE = BE

∣

∣

+∞
−BE

∣

∣

rh

= 2πβZ1M − 8Z1π
2rh + 2πβΩZ1J. (15)

Finally, the thermodynamic quantities can be read off
from the Gibbs free energy F

IE = βF = βM−S − βΩJ , (16)

where M is the mass, S the entropy and, as before, Ω is
the chemical potential associated with the angular mo-
mentum J , see [18]. Finally, comparing (15) with (16),
the thermodynamic parameters turn out to be given by

S = 8Z1π
2rh, (17a)

M = 2πZ1M = 2πZ1

(

r2h
L2

+
J2

4r2h

)

, (17b)

J = −2πZ1J, Ω = − J

2r2h
, (17c)

and one can easily see that the first law holds, namely
dM = TdS + ΩdJ . These thermodynamic quantities
(17) are identical to those of the BTZ solution with an
effective AdS radius given by L.
We now proceed by re-deriving the expression of the

semi-classical entropy (17a) by means of a generalized
Cardy formula. In this formulation, the entropy of the
black hole solution can be microscopically computed pro-
vided the theory admits a regular scalar soliton which
would be identified as the ground state of the theory,
see [22, 24]. In our case, the regular soliton will be ob-
tained from the static black hole solution (12) with J = 0
through a double Wick rotation t → iθ and θ → it to-
gether with a identification for the location of the event
horizon rh = L given by

ds2 = − r2

L2
dt2 +

(

r2

L2
− 1

)−1

dr2 +

(

r2

L2
− 1

)

dθ2,

and the line element of the regular static scalar solution
after a redefinition of the radial coordinate reads

ds2 = −L4 cosh2(ρ)dt2 + L2dρ2 + L2 sinh2(ρ)dθ2. (18)
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As done for example in Refs. [25, 26], the mass of the
soliton (18) will be computed within the quasi local for-
malism defined in [27]. In order to be as self-contained as
possible, we will elaborate the steps of the computations.
To begin with, the variation of the action (1-3) can be
schematically represented as

δS =
√
−g
[

εµνδg
µν + ε(φ)δφ

]

+ ∂µΘ
µ(δg, δφ), (19)

where εµν and ε(φ) corresponds to the equations of mo-
tions with respect to the metric gµν and the scalar field
φ (see the Appendix), while Θµ is a surface term whose
expression is given by

Θµ =
√
−g
[

2
(

Pµ(αβ)γ∇γδgαβ − δgαβ∇γP
µ(αβ)γ

)

+
δL
δ(φµ)

δφ−∇ν

(

δL
δ(φµν )

)

δφ+
δL

δ(φµν)
δ(φν)

− 1

2

δL
δ(φµσ)

φσ δgσρ −
1

2

δL
δ(φσµ)

φσ δgσρ

+
1

2

δL
δ(φσρ)

φµ δgσρ

]

,

with Pµνλρ = δL/δRµνλρ, and L is the Lagrangian. Con-
sidering now the variation induced by a diffeomorphism
generated by a Killing vector ξµ whose action on the
metric and the scalar field read

δξgµν = 2∇(µξν), δξφ = ξσ(∇σφ),

δξ(∇νφ) = ξσφσν + (∇νξ
σ)φσ ,

we construct a Noether current given by

L ξµ + 2εµνξν −Θµ(δξg, δξφ) = ∇νK
µν ,

which is derived from the potential Kµν ,

Kµν =
√
−g
[

2Pµνρσ∇ρξσ − 4ξσ∇ρP
µνρσ +

δL
δφµσ

φνξσ

− δL
δφνσ

φµξσ

]

.

As shown in [27], for each Killing field a corresponding
conserved quantity can be constructed as

Q(ξ)=

∫

B

dxµν

(

δKµν(ξ)− 2ξ[µ
∫ 1

0

ds Θν]
)

, (20)

Here, δKµν(ξ) = Kµν
s=1(ξ) −Kµν

s=0(ξ) is the difference of
the Noether potential interpolating between the solutions
along the path parametrized by s ∈ [0, 1], and dxµν repre-
sents the integration over the two-dimensional boundary
B. For the Killing field, ξ = ∂t, one obtains that

δKrt = −2G

L

∫ 1

0

dsΘr = −Z1

L
+

2G

L
,

yielding a mass for the static soliton (18) that given by

Msol = −2πZ1. (21)

We are now in position to provide a microscopic com-
putation of the black hole entropy. As stressed in [22], the
Cardy formula is more conveniently expressed in terms
of the vacuum charge rather than the central charge:

SC = 4π

√

−∆̃+
0 ∆̃

+ + 4π

√

−∆̃−
0 ∆̃

−, (22)

where (∆̃±
0 ) ∆̃

± are the (lowest) eigenvalues of the shifted
Virasoro operators. The eigenvalues are related to the
mass and angular momentum as [6]

M =
1

L

(

∆̃+ + ∆̃−
)

, J = ∆̃+ − ∆̃−.

On the other hand, since the scalar soliton is identified
with the ground state of the theory, its mass (21) is pro-
portional to the lowest eigenvalue

∆̃±
0 =

L

2
Msol.

Finally, the Cardy formula (22) can be conveniently
rewritten in terms of M,J as

SC = 2π
√

−LMsol (LM+ J ) + 2π
√

−LMsol (LM−J ),

and it can be verified that this correctly reproduces the
semi-classical entropy (17a), this is, SC = S.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the present work, we have shown that the equations
of motion of a very general class of scalar tensor theo-
ries (1-3) can be fully integrated for a stationary metric
ansatz together with a purely radial scalar field. Inter-
estingly enough, the kinetic term of the scalar field solu-
tion was forced to be constant, while at the same time
the spacetime metric resulted to be the BTZ metric with
an effective cosmological constant expressed in terms of
the coupling functions. It is somehow appealing that the
spectrum of such general class of theories only consists
of the BTZ metric with (different) effective cosmological
constants. This observation is even more relevant consid-
ering that in four dimensions, theories which are much
less general than that studied here admit black hole so-
lutions that are asymptotically AdS, flat or even exhibit
a rather exotic asymptotic behavior [28–35]. Even more,
in four dimensions a recipe has even been given to con-
struct black hole solutions from any simple seed metric
[17]. Nevertheless, one can notice an important difference
concerning the kinetic term of the scalar field solution
between the three and the four dimensional situations.
Indeed, solutions in four dimensions with non-constant
kinetic term were shown to exist [17, 34], while in our
case the algebraic relation (9) forces the kinetic term
to be constant. One might also have thought that the
presence of a coupled scalar field should have affected
the thermodynamics of the solution but this was not the
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case. This is essentially due to the constancy of the ki-
netic term of the scalar field solution. It would be nice to
provide a physical explanation for the emergence of the
BTZ metric as the solution of such a very general class
of scalar tensor theories (1-3).

It is further intriguing that the equations of motion
become fully integrable by imposing the condition (3) on
the coupling function A5. As mentioned before, this re-
lation is quite similar to the four dimensional DHOST
conditions [14, 15] which prevent the emergence of Os-
trogradski ghosts. It would be compelling to explore this
point more deeply. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that
said BTZ solution remains a solution even if one replaces
the scalar field ansatz with φ = qt + ψ(r) + Lθ in (2),
and if X still solves the algebraic equation (9). Note that
in this case, the vanishing of the radial component of the
current Jr = 0 is a consequence of the field equation [36].
In [17] the uniqueness of this solution was shown for the
quadratic Horndeski action. Whether or not it is unique
in the general case has yet to be established.

In [17], it was shown that the solution generating
method also applies for generalized Proca theories with
solutions having a non-zero radial component for the po-
tential [37]. Hence, in a complete analogy with the work
done here, it will be interesting to look for black hole so-
lutions in three dimensions for more general vector tensor
theories [38].
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V. APPENDIX

Here we report the equations of motion of the action
(1) that are obtained by varying the action with respect
to the metric Eµν and those with respect to the scalar
field ε(φ). The former are given by

Eµν := GZ
µν + GG

µν +

5
∑

i=2

G(i)
µν = 0, (23)

where

GZ
µν = −1

2
Z(X)gµν +KXφµφν ,

GG
µν = GGµν +GXRφµφν −∇ν∇µG

+ gµν∇λ∇λG,

G(2)
µν = −φµ (A2X∇νX)�φ− (A2X∇µX)φν �φ

−A2φνµ�φ− φνµφλ(A2X∇λX)

+ φνφλµ(A2X∇λX) + φµφλν (A2X∇λX)

+A2Rνλφµφ
λ +A2Rµλφνφ

λ

−A2φλνµφ
λ +

1

2
A2gµν(�φ)

2

+ gµνφλ(A2X∇λX)�φ+A2gµνφ
λφ ρ

ρ λ

−A2gµνRλρφ
λφρ +

1

2
A2gµνφρλφ

ρλ

+A2Xφµφν
(

(�φ)2 − φλρφ
λρ
)

,

G(3)
µν = −1

2
A3φµφν(�φ)

2 − 1

2
φµφνφλ(A3X∇λX)�φ

+
1

2
A3φµφλνφ

λ
�φ+

1

2
A3φνφλµφ

λ
�φ

− 1

2
A3φµφνφ

λφ ρ
ρ λ +

1

2
A3Rλρφµφνφ

λφρ

− 1

2
φµ(A3X∇νX)φλφρλφ

ρ − 1

2
(A3X∇µX)φνφ

λφρλφ
ρ

− 1

2
A3φνφ

λφρλµφ
ρ − 1

2
A3φµφ

λφρλνφ
ρ

−A3φνφ
λφρλφ

ρ
µ −A3φµφ

λφρλφ
ρ
ν

+
1

2
gµνφλ(A3X∇λX)φρφσρφ

σ +
1

2
gµνA3φ

λφρφσρλφ
σ

+ gµνA3φ
λφρφσρφ

σ
λ +A3Xφµφν(�φ)φ

ρφσρφ
σ,

G(4)
µν = −A4φµφνφ

λφ ρ
ρ λ +A4φλµφ

λφρνφ
ρ

− φµφν(A4X∇λX)φρλφ
ρ −A4φµφνφρλφ

ρλ

− 1

2
A4gµνφ

λφρφσρφ
σ
λ +A4Xφµφνφλρφ

λφρσφσ,

G(5)
µν = −A5φµφνφ

λφρλφ
ρ(�φ)− φµφνφλ(A5X∇λX)φρφσρφ

σ

+A5φνφλµφ
λφρφσρφ

σ +A5φµφλνφ
λφρφσρφ

σ

−A5φµφνφ
λφρφσρλφ

σ − 2A5φµφνφ
λφρφσρφ

σ
λ

− 1

2
A5gµνφ

λφρλφ
ρφσφτσφ

τ +A5Xφµφνφ
λφρφρλφ

σφτφτσ,

while the field equations associated to the scalar field
allow to construct a current conservation equation given
by

ε(φ) = ∇µJ
µ = ∇µ

[

δL
δ(φµ)

−∇ν

(

δL
δ(φµν)

)]

= 0,
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where

Jµ = Jµ
Z + Jµ

G +

5
∑

i=2

Jµ

(i),

with

Jµ
Z = 2ZXφ

µ,

Jµ
G = 2GXRφ

µ,

Jµ

(2) = 2A2Xφ
µ
[

(�φ)2 − φλρφ
λρ
]

− 2∇ν [A2 (g
µν − φµν)] ,

Jµ

(3) = 2A3Xφ
µ
�φφλφλρφ

ρ + 2A3 �φφ
µ
λφ

λ

− ∇ν

[

A3

(

gµνφλφλρφ
ρ +�φφµφν

)]

,

Jµ

(4) = 2A4Xφ
µφσφσρφ

ρλφλ +A4(X)
[

φµρφ
ρλφλ

+ φσφσρφ
ρµ
]

−∇ν

[

A4(X)
(

φµφνρφρ

+ φσφµσφ
ν
)]

,

Jµ

(5) = 2A5Xφ
µ
(

φσφσρφ
ρ
)2

+ 2A5(X)
(

φσφσρφ
ρ
)(

φµσφσ

+ φσµφσ
)

− 2∇ν [A5(X)φσφσρφ
ρφµφν ] .
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